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Abstract 

Elections are fundamental for the working of nowadays democracies, as such it is important to 

understand whether a good voting system exists. In this paper, I first analyze the traditional 

framework of social choice, in which individuals are asked to rank candidates. Since systems 

relying on the ranking of candidates do not satisfy certain desirable properties and lead to the 

Arrow Impossibility Theorem, I then introduce a different framework, in which individuals are 

asked to grade candidates instead. Within this context, I discuss advantages and drawbacks of 

Balinski and Laraki’s Majority Judgement. 
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1. Introduction 

 Democracies around the world could not exist without elections, the process by which 

people express their opinion over whom should hold certain public offices. The usual procedure 

for elections can be summarized in this way: first, people are called to express their preferences, 

a rule is then applied to such preferences to put them together, i.e. aggregate them, and finally 

a ranking is determined. Since the final ranking, that is the ranking of society as a whole, is 

determined by a rule, the research of an optimal rule is a topic of high interest.  

 Arguably, the most common rule in decision-making bodies is the majority rule, in which 

people are asked to compare the candidates and rank them: the candidate with the majority of 

1st place votes is then selected to be the winner. There are different ways in which people are 

asked to express their preferences: sometimes they have to rank-order all candidates, in other 

occasions they have to express the preference for their preferred candidate only. This is what 

happens in most elections nowadays: electors express their first preference by ticking a box, all 

the votes are counted and the candidate with the most votes is then elected. Majority rule is 

intuitively appealing and pervasive, “so that we often do not notice it and rarely do we question 

it, we usually take it for granted”, as Sadurski (2008) claims. But why does this method appear to 

be so satisfying? The answer is to be found in the fact that it meets a series of desirable 

properties, or axioms.  

 Which axioms would we want a rule to satisfy? Let’s consider a case in which we have two 

candidates, A and B. If all the people rank A before B in a direct comparison, then society as a 

whole should also see A above B in its final ranking. This very intuitive criterium, known in the 

literature as Pareto-efficiency or unanimity, is one of the axioms which one would want to see 

satisfied in the context of an election. Another requirement that we may ask for is the fact that 

the societal ranking between two candidates should depend only on the relative ranking of these 

two options, and the inclusion of another candidate should not affect this. A candidate that does 

not affect the relative ranking of the first two should thus be irrelevant, this axiom takes the 

name of independence of irrelevant alternatives. Another axiom we may want is not-dictatorship 

as having a unique voter able to determine alone the societal ranking would clearly violate the 

principles of democracy. Finally, one could desire that all preferences of all voters are allowed; 
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in other words, the rule must be applicable to any set of preferences. This axiom is called 

unrestricted domain. These four axioms together are called Arrowian axioms. 

 It is easy to see that all these four axioms are trivially satisfied when we use the majority 

rule to choose between two candidates. Moreover, majority rule in this case is also the only 

satisfying rule, as demonstrated by May’s Theorem. In other words, unanimity, unrestricted 

domain, not dictatorship and independence of irrelevant alternatives are all met when ranking A 

and B only. Majority rule, in the context of two candidates, is therefore regarded as infallible and 

universally accepted as the most suitable procedure. 

 Is majority rule working also if we have more than two candidates? In the context of more 

candidates, majority rule leads to the violation of some of the axioms. Does another rule exist 

that could be used instead so to satisfy all the axioms? A negative answer was found by Arrow 

and is expressed in the so-called Arrow Impossibility Theorem. This theorem states that the four 

Arrowian axioms introduced before (unanimity, unrestricted domain, independence of irrelevant 

assumptions and not-dictatorship) are not compatible in case that there are more than three 

candidates. As such, there is no ranking function that can satisfy these four very intuitive and 

desirable axioms at the same time. 

 The presence of this Impossibility Theorem has led scholars to research alternative 

solutions, a possibility is to give up one of the axioms mentioned above. An example is 

represented by including single-peaked preferences into the scenario. Single-peaked preferences 

are a specific type of preferences, and as such represent a violation of unrestricted domain. All 

these solutions are, however, partial remedies as they always require the violation of one of the 

axioms, one way or the other. 

 A solution to satisfy all Arrowian axioms at the same time calls for a radical change of 

framework. More specifically, instead of asking people to rank candidates, people may be asked 

to grade them. The grades need then to be aggregated, and this is done by the means of a grading 

function. This was for example proposed by Balinski and Laraki (2016), who suggested the use of 

majority judgement. According to majority judgement, candidates are not anymore directly 

compared; on the contrary, each candidate is assessed individually by means of a grade. Majority 
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judgement then determines the global evaluation of each candidate, the ranking between every 

pair of candidates (possibly through a tie-breaking rule) and, eventually, the winner. The authors 

show that majority judgment eliminates the Arrow Impossibility Theorem and could therefore be 

a suitable rule in the context of elections. This method, however, is subject to other paradoxes 

such as the no-show paradox, as recent critics of majority judgement have explained (Zahid & de 

Swart, 2011). Moreover, majority judgement raises questions about objectivity (can the 

evaluation of a candidate be objective? How is it different from evaluating merit?), and about the 

dissimilar understanding of grading that voters might display. This paper aims to assess whether 

majority judgement can be an effective system to aggregate preferences, and it will be broadly 

divided in three sections.  

 First, the traditional social framework in which candidates are ranked will be presented. 

Different social welfare functions will be introduced and the fact that none of them meets a series 

of axioms will converge in the Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem. Afterwards, the change in 

framework represented by grading functions will be discussed. Symmetrically, different grading 

functions will be introduced, with a focus on Balinski and Laraki’s majority judgement. After 

explaining the axioms in play in this scenario, a Possibility Theorem will be enounced. Finally, a 

critical discussion of majority judgement will be included.  

  

2. The Traditional Social Welfare Function Framework 

2.1 Social Welfare Functions 

 There are many occurrences in which it is necessary to aggregate individual preferences 

to obtain an overall ranking and winner, the most representative example are elections. In these 

occasions, the most common framework employed appears to be majority rule, in which 

candidates are initially ranked and the rankings are included in a preference profile. A rule is then 

applied to such profile to aggregate individual preferences so that a societal ranking and a winner 

can be determined. The rules to aggregate individual preferences are called social welfare 

functions (SWF) and permit to turn individual preferences into societal ones. There exist many 

different rules of aggregation, all quite intuitively appealing. Here, I will show how some of the 
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most famous SWFs apply to a hypothetical profile and, for each one, I will describe the procedure 

to elect the winner.  

 Let’s assume the Olympic committee is deciding where to host the next Olympic Games, 

there are five possible candidates: Athens, Barcelona, Copenhagen, Dublin and Edinburgh. There 

are 55 judges and each one expresses his preference by means of ranking the five cities. Here is 

how the profile looks like, the numbers were adapted from an article published by the American 

Mathematical Society (Voting and Elections: Election Decision Methods, n.d.): 

 

Table 1  Profile of the Olympic Decision Committee 

 1ST  2ND  3RD  4TH  5TH  

18 judges A D E C B 

12 judges B E D C A 

10 judges C B E D A 

9 judges D C E B A 

4 judges E B D C A 

2 judges E C D B A 

 

Plurality Voting 

 Plurality voting determines the winner by looking at the candidate with the greatest 

number of #1 votes. The ranking then follows by placing candidates by decreasing number of first 

place votes. Plurality voting is one of the most common methods in modern day elections (USA, 

Italy) where electors are asked to express only their first preference by ticking a box, and the 

candidate that receives the majority of such votes is elected.  In the profile presented above, 

Athens would win as 18 judges have it as first preference.  Note, however, that this system 

completely disregards all the information provided by the voter preferences except for the top 

ranking. Athens, for example, is the least preferred option for 37 candidates but, despite this, is 

still the winner. 
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Copeland Rule 

 Copeland rule consists in comparing each pair of candidates individually. The winner of 

each one-on-one comparison is awarded one point, the loser zero and, in case of a tie, both 

candidates get half a point. The overall winner is then the candidate that accumulated the most 

points and candidates are ranked on the basis of the points they achieve. Such system is very 

common in sports where it acquires the name of round-robin tournament, where all teams 

compete against each other (Russell & Walsh, 2009). In the case of the Olympic decision, 

Edinburgh defeats in each one-on-one comparison all other cities, as shown in table 2. Edinburgh 

would therefore have a score of 4 while being also the Condorcet Winner. Note, moreover, that 

Athens, the winner of Plurality Voting, would lose all one-on-one challenges.  

Table 2.  Pairwise Comparison: one-on-one challenges, winner in bold. 

 
A B C D E 

A - 18-37 18-37 18-37 18-37 

B 
 

- 16-39 26-29 22-33 

C 
  

- 12-43 19-36 

D 
   

- 27-28 

E 
    

- 

 

Borda rule 

 Another system to rank candidates calls for the introduction of points awarded on how 

the alternatives appear in the ordering. Intuitively, if someone has more placements close to the 

top, he should be deemed worthier than someone that has fewer. Using a point-based system 

would allow to achieve this by rewarding those close to the top and penalizing those close to the 

bottom. The most famous point-based method is the Borda rule, which is in use in some modern-

day elections in some countries, such as Nauru and Kiribati (Reilly, 2002). In a profile 

comprehending K candidates, the Borda rule awards K points to each first place, k-1 to each 

second and eventually 1 to each last. The candidate with the highest score is nominated the 

winner and the rank follows the order given by the score. In the scenario of the Olympic 

Committee, K=5, so each first place would award 5 point, each second place 4 and so on. The 

computation of the score for each city can be found in table 3.  
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Table 3  Outcome of Borda Rule 

Candidate Computation Score Ranking 

Athens 5x18+1x37=  127 5th  

Barcelona 5x12+4x14+2x11+1x18= 156 4th  

Copenhagen 5x10+4x11+2x34= 162 3rd 

Dublin 5x9+4x18+3*18+2x10= 191 1st 

Edinburg 5x6+4x12+3x37=  189 2nd  

 

As it is possible to notice, Dublin would collect the most points and win; also in this case, Athens 

would result to be the last contender.  

Plurality with Elimination 

 Plurality with elimination is another social welfare function that is based on two rules: (1) 

if a candidate has a majority of first places, that candidate becomes the winner and (2) if no 

alternative has the majority, the alternative with the fewer first places is eliminated. This process 

is repeated until the first condition is met and a winner is declared. The ranking follows the order 

of elimination the sooner the elimination, the lower the final rank. In the profile analyzed, a 

majority comes with 28 (out of 55) judges voting first place for the alternative. The process for 

the example can be found in Table 4. 

Table 4  Outcome of Plurality with Elimination 

                1st           2nd        3rd                   4th       5th     

18 judges     A D E C B 

12 judges   B E D C A 

10 judges  C B E D A E is eliminated (6 first places) 
9 judges  D C E B A 

4 judges  E B D C A 

2 judges  E C D B A 
       

18 judges     A D C B 

12 judges   B D C A 

10 judges  C B D A  D is eliminated (12 first places) 
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9 judges  D C B A 

4 judges  B D C A 

2 judges  C D B A 
    

18 judges     A C B 

12 judges   B C A 

10 judges  C B A   A is eliminated (18 first places) 
9 judges  C B A 

4 judges  B C A 

2 judges  C B A 
 
18 judges     C B 

12 judges   B C  

10 judges  C B    C has a majority (39 first places) and wins 

9 judges  C B  

4 judges  B C  
2 judges  C B  

 

The winner through plurality voting would turn out to be Copenhagen because it gains a majority 

of first places (37) after the elimination of Edinburgh, Dublin and Athens. 

 The four social welfare functions just analyzed are all intuitively appealing and are used 

in practice, they however all present a different winner for the same starting profile (respectively 

A, E, D and C). More decision functions exist and may also yield different outcomes. How to 

choose among all these different rules? Here some natural and desirable requirements, or 

axioms, come into play.  

2.2 Axioms  

 An axiom is a requirement, an elementary property that everybody would like to have 

satisfied in a decision function. In social choice theory, there is much discussion about which 

axioms are important for a social welfare function to fulfill. Here, I will discuss some axioms that 

are accepted as relevant and desirable.  

 A first axiom is the Majority Criterion that requires that if the majority of people prefers 

Athens to Dublin, Athens is preferred to Dublin by the society as well. Another intuitive axiom is 

monotonicity. Let’s assume that for a profile P Athens is the winner and that in profile R the rank 
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for Athens improves for at least one voter, with all the other relative rankings being kept 

constant. We expect Athens to be the winner in profile R as well. 

 On top of these properties, there are three axioms that are particularly important and 

and are called Arrowian axioms, as they were used by Arrow to develop his Impossibility 

Theorem. Here I will discuss them and discuss possible violations. 

 (i) The first is Pareto efficiency, or unanimity (UN), that requires that if all the voters in a 

society prefer Athens to Dublin, for example, then also society should strictly prefer Athens to 

Dublin.  This can be considered a particular case of the Majority Criterion and is intuitively 

satisfied by all SWFs introduced before. 

 (ii) The second axiom is the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA), according to 

which the societal preference for Athens with respect to Dublin depends on the relative positions 

of Athens and Dublin in the voter’s rankings only. In other words, introducing a candidate that 

does not affect the relative ranking of the previous two candidates should be irrelevant. In the 

example, introducing Copenhagen in the individual preferences without altering the relative 

positions of Athens and Dublin, should not have any impact on the societal ranking of Athens and 

Dublin.  

 This axiom is very hard to satisfy, here I will show how it fails to be fulfilled in the case of 

plurality voting, the examples for the other SWFs can be found in the section 7.2 of the Appendix. 

Let’s consider the simplified Profile P, in which only three cities (Athens, Barcelona and 

Copenhagen) are left to be judged by 7 judges. Let’s equally consider a Profile R, that is the same 

as Profile P and in which the relative positions of Athens and Barcelona do not change, while the 

position of Copenhagen in the individual rankings can be modified. 

Table 5  Plurality voting and violation of IIA 

 Profile P    Profile R   

 1st 2nd 3rd  1st 2nd 3rd 

2 judges C B A  B A C 

2 judges B C A  B A C 
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3 judges A B C  A B C 

 

 In Profile P, the winner is Athens, which accumulates 3 votes, while in Profile R, the winner is 

Barcelona with 4. This represents a violation of the IIA assumption as, changing the position of 

an irrelevant alternative (Copenhagen) while keeping the relative rank of Athens and Barcelona 

constant, led to a different societal ranking. As such, plurality voting represents a violation of IIA, 

all other SWFs previously introduced present the same violation (Appendix 7.2). IIA seems 

therefore a criterium that is very difficult to satisfy. 

 (iii) The third Arrowian axiom is then non-dictatorship (ND), which requires that no voter 

can always determine the society’s ranking regardless of the individual rankings of other voters. 

None of the SWFs introduced before is, by construct, a dictatorship. 

To these three Arrowian axioms, one more axiom could be added that is “hidden” in the 

definition of social welfare function itself.   

 (iv) This forth axiom is unrestricted domain (UD), that requires that all the voter profiles 

are allowed. In other words, the preferences of the individuals should not be restricted in any 

manner so that any individual ranking is possible.   

 Does a social welfare function that satisfy these four Arrowian axioms exist? In 1950 

Kenneth Arrow demonstrated that there is no social welfare function that satisfies a small list of 

four requirements for an election with more than two candidates; this finding acquired the name 

of Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem.  

2.3 Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem 

 Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem displays that every conceivable aggregation method 

presents some drawbacks and that the Arrowian axioms are mutually inconsistent for any 

aggregation procedure. For a formal demonstration of this, look at Appendix 7.1 Let’s here 

consider instead how the SWFs previously introduced deal with the axioms (Table 9). 

Table 9  SWFs and Axioms, S=satisfies, F=fails 
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 Majority UN IIA Monotonicity 

Plurality S S F S 

Copeland S S F S 

Borda F S F S 

Plur. Elimination S S F F 

 

Is there a SWF that could satisfy IIA?  A dictatorship trivially could, but this would lead to the 

violation of the third assumption, ND. The Arrow Impossibility Theorem concludes therefore that 

if we have at least three candidates, a ranking function that satisfies UN, UD and IIA must be a 

dictatorship. The impossibility of finding a ranking function that satisfies such criteria does not 

imply, however, that the ranking functions in use are constantly flawed, as Arrow has said "most 

systems are not going to work badly all of the time. All I proved is that all can work badly at times" 

(McKenna, 2008).  

 The desire of dealing with the Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem has nonetheless led to find 

partially remedies, often by adjusting one of the four initial axioms. One of the these remedies is 

the introduction of single-peaked preferences. Single-peaked preferences represent a partial 

violation of the unrestricted domain assumption as they require preferences to follow a certain 

order and not be completely random. Single-peaked preferences may appear when candidates 

can be placed on a scale and be ordered according to it. The most common example is 

represented by political elections in which candidates may be ordered on a left/right political 

spectrum. Single peaked preferences require that any voter’s preference peaks on some 

candidate and declines in both directions from the favorite, see Table 10 for an example. 

Table 10  Example of Single-Peaked Preferences and Violations 

Judge 1st  2nd  3rd  4th  5th  

1 Copenhagen Barcelona Dublin Athens Edinburgh 

2 Edinburgh Dublin  Copenhagen Barcelona Athens 

3 Athens Dublin Edinburgh Barcelona Copenhagen 
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 In this case, Athens is considered the most left choice and Edinburgh the most right, with the 

spectrum left to right being Athens/Barcelona/Copenhagen/Dublin/Edinburgh. In the example, 

judge 1 would have single peaked preferences: Copenhagen is his first choice and unique peak 

(Figure 1), as his preferences decline on both sides. Similarly, judge 2 has also single-peaked 

preferences as Edinburgh is his only peak and afterwards his preferences go declining in one 

direction. On the other side, judge 3 has no single peaked preferences as he presents two peaks: 

in Athens and in Dublin as well (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1  Example of Single-Peaked Preferences and Violations 

By restricting the profiles to the ones with single-peaked preferences, many functions that satisfy 

the Arrowian Axioms become available. A particularly intuitive one focuses on the determination 

of a median voter. A median voter is a voter whose ideal candidate has on his right at most half 

of the other voters’ ideal candidates and on the left the same. In a context with an odd number 

of voters, the candidate of the median voter is intuitively the winner of any Condorcet Vote as it 

can rely always on half of the voters’ support and the vote of the median voter himself.  From 

this, the Possibility Theorem for Single-Peaked Preferences can be demonstrated, according to 

which, in case of single-peaked preferences and an odd number of voters, a SWF that meets 

Arrow’s assumption exists. Single-peaked preferences represent, however, only a partial remedy. 

In order to find a function that satisfy all four Arrowian axioms, a change of framework is needed. 
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3. The Grading Framework 

3.1 Grading Functions 

 Arrow clearly demonstrated that no SWF can aggregate individual rankings while 

respecting a series of natural and desirable properties. This has motivated the development of a 

social choice system based on a different paradigm: instead of comparing candidates and 

formulating a ranking, people may be asked instead to evaluate each candidate independently 

and grade him. More specifically, voters are asked to evaluate the merit of each candidate by 

means of an ordinal scale of measurement or language of grades, in which grades are strictly 

increasing. There are different ways in which voters can express their vote. In some cases, they 

are asked to give each candidate a grade in form of a number. In others, they might be asked to 

express an evaluation, choosing from example from the set of judgements: 

Outstanding, Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, Poor, Reject 

Each candidate will then obtain an opinion profile, which contains the grades of each voter. For 

example, with reference to the Olympic Committee decision, Athens might have the opinion 

profile represented in Table 11. 

Table 11  Opinion Profile for Athens 

Judges Judge 1 Judge 2 Judge 3 Judge 4 Judge 5  Judge 6 

Grades Good Fair  Fair Poor Excellent Good 

 

 The representation of the percentages with which a grade occurs is called the candidates’ 

merit profile and expresses the aggregation of the individual evaluations. It is configurated with 

the best grade on the left and the worst on the right, see for example Table 12. Once the merit 

profile is determined, a rule is used to aggregate individual grades to a unique societal grade. 

There are different rules to determine the overall grade of a candidate, and consequently a 

ranking and a winner, these rules take the name of Social Grading Functions (SGFs). I analyze here 

three SGF: approval voting, range voting and majority judgement. 
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Table 12  Merit Profile for the Olympic Decision 

Candidate Outstanding Excellent V. Good Good Fair Poor Reject 

Athens 20% 10% 30% 15% 10% 5% 10% 

Barcelona 15% 30% 15% 10% 10% 10% 10% 

Copenhagen 10% 10% 20% 20% 30% 10% 0% 

 

Approval Voting 

 Approval voting was introduced by Brams and Fishburn in 1978. It is a method of voting 

in which voters can either approve or disapprove each candidate. In this sense it is a very 

restricted social grading function, in which voters only can choose between two grades 1 

(approve) or 0 (disapprove). Looking it from another perspectve, voters can choose any number 

of candidates and Approval Voting appears therefore as an extension of Plurality Voting, with the 

difference being that voters can better express their preferences. Quite intuitively, the societal 

grade of each candidate is determined by the percentage of approvals that he achieved. This 

method is quite straight-forward and is in use in some real-life elections as well, for example in 

the election of the United Nations secretary general and in the mayor elections for the American 

city of Fargo (ND). To visualize the working, let’s consider an example inspired once more by the 

Olympic Decision Committee.  

Table 13  Merit Profile for Approval Voting 

Candidate Approve Disapprove Rank 

Athens 34% 66% 2nd  

Barcelona 27% 73% 3rd   

Copenhagen 56% 44% 1st  

  

 In this case, quite intuitively, Copenhagen would win, as it is the choice that was approved 

by most voters. 

Range Voting 
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 Range voting, also known as a point-summing method, can be considered an extension of 

approval voting. In approval voting, each voter grades each candidate by means of a score that 

can be 1 or 0. Range voting allows voters to better express their evaluation, by means of a wider 

grade scale. Such a scale needs to present strictly increasing votes: intuitively, it can be compared 

to what happens in most educational systems around the world. Each candidate gets a vote in a 

pre-decided scale (common options are 0-5, 0-9 or 0-100), in which equal intervals have the same 

meaning (so, moving from a score of 3 to a score of 4 is indicative of the same improvement as 

moving from 7 to 8).  In this sense, Range voting is not only ordinal but also a cardinal system, as 

not only the ordering of the evaluations matter but their value as well. The candidate with the 

highest total score (given by the sum of all individual grades), or with the highest average score 

(the two lead to the same outcome), is elected the winner. This method is intuitively appealing 

as we are exposed to it since our education and, moreover, is common in many sports in which 

judges evaluate performance, such as ice-skating and diving. Let’s look at the mechanics of this 

method through our example. In this case, voters are asked to give a grade to each of the five 

cities in a 0-3 scale.  

Table 14  Merit Profile for Range Voting 

Candidate 0 1 2 3 Average Rank 

Athens 10% 20% 30% 40% 2 1st  

Barcelona 30% 50% 10% 10% 1 3rd  

Copenhagen 40% 10% 20% 30% 1.4 2nd 

 

 Here Athens would win, since it presents the highest average score. 

Majority Judgement 

 Another grade function was introduced by Balinski and Laraki (2016). This method takes 

the name of majority judgement and can also be considered as a more general case of Approval 

voting. Instead of being able to express only two judgements (Approve, Not approve), voters can 

now use a variety of judgments, such as the one presented above:  
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Outstanding, Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, Poor, To Reject 

Important in this case is that the judgements represent an ordered scale. The winner is then the 

candidate with the highest median vote. In other words, the winner is the candidate for whom 

the voter at the 50% threshold gives the highest grade. The use of the median is what mainly 

differentiates majority judgement from the other methods such as range voting. In case of a tie, 

a tie-break rule applies. Such rule specifies that we eliminate the median grade and look at the 

share of votes that are higher than the median (pi) and the share of votes that are lower (qi). For 

each candidate in the tiebreak the ratio pi/qi is computed and the candidate with the highest ratio 

is placed first. This tie breaking rule relies on the following underlying idea. Let’s eliminate one 

median grade of each of the two candidate’s grades in case of a tie and keep repeating the 

procedure until the two median grades are not the same anymore. Eventually, the candidate 

whose ratio of higher/lower-than-the-median grades will have the higher median. The rule is 

therefore a shortcut to obtain the same result as this procedure. Let’s consider an example in 

which majority judgement is applied. 

Table 15  Merit Profile for Majority Judgement 

Candidate Outstand. Excell. V. Good Good Fair Poor Reject Median 

Athens 20% 10% 30% 15% 10% 5% 10% V.Good 

Barcelona 15% 30% 15% 10% 10% 10% 10% V.Good 

Copenhagen 10% 10% 20% 20% 30% 10% 0% Good 

 

 In this scenario, both Athens and Barcelona have Very Good as median vote as for both 

60% of the voters believe that Athens and Barcelona are at least V.Good (20%+10%+30% for 

Athens and 15%+30%+15% for Barcelona). Consequently, their societal grade ranks them ahead 

of Copenhagen, whose grade is Good, as 60% of the voters believe Copenhagen is at least good. 

To determine the winner, we have to use the tie-break rule. In this case, for Athens, pi/qi is ¾ 

(30%/40%) while for Barcelona it is 9/8 (45%/40%). As such, Barcelona is ranked ahead of Athens 

and is the winner. 

3.2 Axioms 
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 In this case also, all social grading functions seem intuitively appealing, how do they deal, 

however, with the axioms that were impossible to coexist for Arrow? Once more, axioms are 

included in the picture and the axioms we would like SGFs to satisfy relate to the ones we 

required for the SWFs. Therefore, we have:  

 (i) We might desire that if all voters grade Athens better than Dublin, society as a whole should 

also give a better grade to Athens then Dublin, this implying that Athens is eventually ranked 

before Dublin. This is the grading function equivalent of unanimity (UN’). 

(ii) There is then the equivalent for the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA’) which 

dictates that a society’s grade of a candidate does not depend on any other candidate. The final 

grade of Athens, in other words, should not depend on the grades for Dublin, and should not be 

affected by it.  

(iii)The third axiom is Non-Dictatorship (ND’) as we should wish that no voter can always 

independently determine the society’s grade of a candidate.  

(iv) Finally, we have an updated version of unrestricted domain (UD’), which specifies that all 

voter grades are allowed.   

 

3.3 Possibility Theorem 

  In their paper, Balinksi and Laraki, demonstrate that majority judgment and any 

point-summing method clearly satisfy all axioms, so there are as many methods as one wishes 

that satisfy the axioms (i-iv). In particular, they show that grading methods are independent of 

irrelevant alternatives, which solves the major issue in Arrow's Impossibility Theorem. To 

overcome the Impossibility Theorem, therefore, evaluating each candidate and not comparing 

them seems like a possible solution. Social grading functions, contrary to social welfare functions, 

satisfy the axioms and could therefore be effective in the process of elections. Is there however 

a grading function that performs better than the others? Balinksi and Laraki suggest that majority 

judgement is superior to the other point-summing methods as it is more robust to a serious issue 

in the context of elections, i.e. manipulation. 
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 Manipulation appears when a voter does not reveal his true grade because by the means 

of an insincere grade he may improve the rank of one candidate at the expense of another 

candidate. In other words, a voter who prefers B to A can try to manipulate the final ranking by 

lowering A’s grade and raising B’s (Balinski & Laraki, 2016). A voter can therefore manipulate the 

results in two ways: lowering A’s grade and raising B’s. In range-voting, a voter can use both ways 

to manipulate the result at the same time. Let’s consider the example in Table 16, in which there 

are ten voters voting over three cities with a 0-3 scale. The grades of voter X are marked by an 

asterisk. 

Table 16  Merit Profile for Range Voting without Manipulation 

Candidate 0 1 2 3 Average Rank 

Athens 3 3 3 1* 1.2 3rd  

Barcelona 2 2 1* 5 1.9 2nd  

Copenhagen 1 1* 5 3 2 1st  

 

X’s true grades would consist in giving a score of 2 to Barcelona and a score of 1 to Copenhagen, 

as such he prefers Barcelona to Copenhagen. The combination of the grade of X with the grades 

of the other voters would lead to the victory of Copenhagen. X, however, would be unsatisfied 

with this outcome and could therefore espress untrue grades in order to change the final ranking 

(Table 17). 

Table 17  Merit Profile for Range Voting with Manipulation 

Candidate 0 1 2 3 Average Rank 

Athens 3 3 3 1* 1.2 3rd  

Barcelona 2 2 0 5+1* 2 1st  

Copenhagen 1+1* 0 5 3 1.9 2nd 

 

 In this case of range voting, X could manipulate his grade in two ways, first increasing the 

grade of Barcelona from 2 to 3 and then by lowering the grade of Copenhagen from 1 to 0. This 
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would lead to a different final grade for the two candidates and to a different final ranking, with 

the victory of Barcelona. Range voting appears therefore very liable to strategic voting, as voters 

can even manipulate their grades in two directions. Is there a system that is strategy-proof, so 

that voters are always in the need to express their true grade? Balinski and Laraki show that there 

is no such method. However, they demonstrate that Majority Judgement is at least partially 

strategy proof: with majority judgement a voter cannot both increase the grade of B and decrease 

the grade of A at the same time, he can operate only in one direction. Let’s consider the example 

in Table 18.  

Table 18  Merit Profile for Majority Judgement 

Candidate Outstand. Excell. V. Good Good Fair Poor Reject Median 

Athens 20% 10% 30% 15% 10% 5% 10% V.Good 

Barcelona 15% 30% 15% 10% 10% 10% 10% V.Good 

 

Suppose that a voter X, preferring Barcelona to Athens wants to improve the outcome for 

Barcelona. Then he must have given Barcelona a grade of V.Good or lower, but, preferring 

Barcelona to Athens, this voter must have given a grade lower than V.Good to Athens as well. As 

such he cannot lower further Athens grade. 

 Balinski and Laraki demonstrated in a theorem that majority judgement is superior in 

limiting manipulation compared to the other range voting methods as it is at least partially 

strategy proof (Balinski and Laraki, 2016). Moreover, by analyzing ballots from several electoral 

experiments and polls, the actual vulnerability of various methods to manipulation has been 

compared. The experimental findings confirmed that the majority judgement better resists than 

approval voting, point-summing and Borda’s method to strategic voting (Balinski and Laraki, 

2016). 

 This quality of majority judgment, combined with the satisfaction of the Arrowian axioms, 

indicates that majority judgement is superior to many other rules of aggregation and could thus 

be considered as an optimal option to use in the case of elections. Nevertheless, critics towards 
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its use have been raised, in the next section I will discuss some of the main issues and determine 

how majority judgement could deal with them. 

 

4. Critical Discussion 

 In the previous chapters, I discussed that majority judgement seems to be superior to 

most other methods. Contrary to social welfare functions, majority judgement is not affected by 

the Arrow Impossibility Theorem and meets therefore a series of reasonable and desirable 

axioms such as unanimity, independence of irrelevant alternatives and unrestricted domain. 

Moreover, contrary to other grading functions, majority judgement is more robust to 

manipulation. On top of this, majority judgement presents other advantages. First, it allows 

people to properly convey their opinion and express themselves. The scale of grades, when it 

contains enough options, allows voters to express the intensity of their preference for each 

specific candidate. This is an advantage in comparison to social welfare functions, in which the 

change in one placement may conceal different degrees of liking of the candidates, and to 

approval voting, in which voters can express their preferences in a less detailed manner. Second, 

each candidate will obtain a final absolute evaluation: this is advantageous both for the 

candidate, to have an opinion of his absolute support, as well as for the voters, as “they have 

expressed delight that a candidate be given a final grade” (Balinski & Laraki, 2016, p. 26).   

 Majority judgement is, however, subject to some critiques as well, especially in the form 

of examples in which it seems to perform unsatisfyingly. Here I will discuss four main critiques. 

The first two objections concern the very applicability of majority judgement in the context 

elections and address (1) the extent to which the concept of merit and grades pertain to the field 

of politics and (2) the possibility of finding a common language and understanding of grades. The 

second two objections are instead examples in which majority judgement gives unsatisfying 

outcomes, these include (3) the No-Show Paradox and (4) the Lomax’s “pizza example”.  

4.1 Merit and Objectivity 

 The idea of giving a grade seems to pertain to the idea of merit, with merit being an 

objective concept. According to this consideration, grades seem to make sense in the context in 
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which merit could be identified, for example in ice-skating competition. In this regard, Edelman 

(2012) argues that ice-skating competitions are very different from elections as the objectivity in 

elections is missing. To use his example, he argues that two judges that observe the same 

performance of an ice-skater will give more or less the same judgement. On the other hand, two 

voters observing the same politician may recognize objectively his policy preferences but still give 

him opposite grades, depending on their scale of beliefs. Edelman uses this consideration to 

argue that in politics and elections objectivity is lacking, and, therefore, grades are unsuitable. 

Balinski & Laraki (2016) try to address the point made by Edelman referencing the law of large 

numbers. Let’s consider again the example of ice skating. If a judge was completely objective, his 

grade could be considered the final grade of the skater. However, we always have multiple 

judges. This is the case as each judge’s evaluation contains a degree of subjectivity and, only 

through the aggregation of the evaluations, the subjectivity can be partially addressed in order 

to obtain a value close to the true objective one. In other words, through the law of large 

numbers, it is possible to eliminate the noise and reach a fair estimate of the objective value. 

Balinski and Laraki argue that we can think of elections in a similar fashion, with each voter having 

an evaluation that is affected by his own subjectivity, which depends on his values, history, etc. 

In this case also, therefore, the aggregation of the preferences of all the voters makes sense as it 

could allow to address these nuances in opinions and reach an objective grade through the law 

of large numbers. I believe that this claim of Balinski and Laraki, however, neglects the main point 

arose by Edelman. In elections, an objective value is lacking. Even by aggregating several different 

preferences, there is not a “true” value to tend towards. In other words, in my opinion, the 

counterargument of Balinski and Laraki fails to address the main criticism of Edelman as it focuses 

on the effectiveness of the law of large numbers rather than the claims of objectivity. As such, 

Edelman criticism is valid and casts shadows on whether grades are actually proper to evaluate 

candidates in political elections. 

4.2 Common Language 

 Alongside the appropriateness of using grades, another concern regards the nature of 

such grades. The most obvious problem concerns whether grades from different people can be 

compared, or, in other words, if they mean the same thing. Critiques in this context have focused 
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on the fact that people may lack a common language and have a dissimilar understanding of 

grades (Edelman, 2012). This consideration raises two interrogatives: are the grades presented 

by Balinski and Laraki common language? If not, can they still be used for majority judgement? 

The answer to the first question is, in my opinion, a trivial one: a common language of grades 

cannot be achieved, in the sense that there is no way to ensure that a grade of Excellent for Voter 

1 means the same as a grade of Excellent for Voter 2. This leads to the conclusion that only 

considerations about the ordering can be made when comparing the grades of the two voters. 

Let’s consider the example in which there are two voters (Table 19). They appreciate each 

candidate equally, that is they have the same intensity of preferences for each candidate, but 

they have a dissimilar understanding of grades and therefore a different scale: Voter 1 is strict, 

and Voter 2 is lenient.  

 Athens Barcelona Copenhagen  Dublin Edinburgh 

Voter 1 V.Good Good Good Fair Poor 

Voter 2 Outstanding Excellent Excellent V.Good Fair 

  

The insight that we can get from this Table regards the ordering of preferences: with a different 

scale, i.e. with a lenient scale, the order of the candidates does not change: Athens is always 

preferred to Barcelona and so on. Considerations about the intervals in the different scales are, 

however, hard to make and as such aggregation becomes problematic. In order to preserve the 

use of majority judgement two assumptions need to be met.  

The first assumption would be that intervals are constant, so that going “one step down” and 

moving from V.Good to Good means the same for Voter 1 as going from Outstanding to Excellent 

for Voter 2. In other words, the first assumption needs the scales to be compatible. If voters have 

a different understanding and different languages, at least the two languages are translatable 

one into the other. If this was the case, grades for could be aggregated. Let’s consider Figure 2 in 

which two groups of voters with the same intensity of preferences but different languages are 

presented. The aggregation would be meaningful and represent an average of the different 

scales. 
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Figure 2   Aggregation of Grades with Different Scales 

Figure 2 shows the aggregation of grades of voters who have the same preferences but different 

scales, of course there might be people with different preferences too. In a simplified scenario 

we could have four groups: people that support Athens and are lenient, people that support 

Athens and are strict, people that support Edinburg and are lenient, people that support Edinburg 

and are strict. For the aggregation to be fair, a second assumption is needed: the distribution of 

different scales should be the same regardless of one’s preferences. Using the example, it does 

not matter whether you are a supporter of Athens or Edinburgh, you have an equal probability 

of being strict/lenient. To explain in it another way, the proportion of people that are strict or 

lenient should be the same over the whole political spectrum. If all voters of Athens are for 

example strict and all the voters of Edinburg are lenient, the aggregation would not produce a 

fair outcome. The assumption is therefore necessary because otherwise a candidate might be 

favored/punished depending on whether the voters who like him the most are more or less 

lenient. To summarize, majority judgement could be applied even in the lack of a common 

language if two assumptions are met: (1) different scales, or languages, are compatible and (2) 

the distribution of different languages is random over the political spectrum. These two 

assumptions are very hard to test and there are concerns about how they apply in reality. 

Research on grades distribution and scale-compatibility is therefore needed to clarify the matter.  

4.3 The No-Show Paradox 

Athens Barcelona Copenhagen Dublin Edinburgh
Lenient Strict Aggregation
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 Other criticism towards majority judgement takes the shape of profiles in which majority 

judgement seems to perform somewhat unsatisfyingly. Let’s consider a situation with two 

candidates, Athens and Barcelona, and 7 voters, with the same grade scale employed beforehand 

(Table 20).  

Table 20  The No-Show Paradox 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Athens Reject Reject Reject Good V.Good V.Good V.Good 
Barcelona Poor Poor Poor Acceptable Excellent Excellent Excellent 

 

Applying majority judgement, Athens would win as its median grade is Good, while for Barcelona 

it is only Acceptable. Voters 1, 2 and 3, however, prefer Barcelona to Athens. If they were not to 

show up, and consequently not vote, the median grade for Athens would be V.Good and thus 

lower than the median grade for Barcelona, which would be Excellent. This means that Voters 1, 

2 and 3 can change the outcome in their favor by not voting. The situation in which it is better 

for a voter not to vote rather than expressing his sincere opinion takes the name of No-Show 

Paradox (Fishburn & Brams, 1983). The No-Show Paradox is a serious concern and many critics 

have focused on this point to discredit majority judgement, as the No-Show Paradox seems a 

violation of one of the most basic fundaments of democracy (Edelman, 2012; Zahid & de Swart, 

2011). Balinski and Laraki tried to address this criticism with a two-fold argument. First, they 

answer that any social grading function is subject to the No-Show Paradox, with the only 

exception of range voting, as in range voting each individual grade has an effect on the average 

or sum. Range voting, however, is to be excluded because of manipulability and therefore is liable 

to even a more serious concern in the matter of elections. The second argumentation is even 

more powerful: The No-Show Paradox is unlikely to be a problem in a real political election due 

to the high number of voters. The no-show paradox is unimportant in a large electorate because 

it is less likely to occur than a tie in plurality voting scenario (Balinksi and Laraki, 2014). Moreover, 

in a small jury the problem does not arise because all judges must participate. I believe that these 

two counter-arguments are convincing and therefore preserve the applicability of majority 

judgement. 
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4.4 Lomax’s “Pizza Example” 

 Another critique raised towards majority judgement is that, although eliciting people’s 

preferences and intensities, it then partially disregards them in the aggregation process. In other 

words, intensities and nuanced evaluations, one of the greatest advantages of majority 

judgement, lack importance when determining the winner. This issue is common to other 

methods that favor the majority while being intensity-blind and takes the name of Lomax’s “Pizza 

Example” (On Balinski & Laraki's "majority judgment" median-based range-like voting scheme, 

n.d.). Here I will present a version of this example by using the Olympic decision as done 

throughout the paper (Table 21). Let’s suppose that there are three judges that have to give an 

evaluation according to the criteria of majority judgment to the cities of Athens and Barcelona. 

Table 21  Lomax’s “Pizza Example” Revisited 

 Voter 1 Voter 2 Voter 3 Median Vote 

Athens Excellent Excellent To reject Excellent 

Barcelona V.Good V.Good Excellent V.Good 

 

In this scenario, Athens would win as its median vote is higher than the one for Barcelona. At the 

same time, Voters 1 and 2 consider Athens almost as good as Barcelona while Voter 3 would be 

really unsatisfied with the victory of Athens. It seems therefore desirable that Barcelona would 

win instead, so to benefit all three voters. Majority judgement seems ignorant of this issue and 

neglects the intensity of preferences of the minoritarian group. More generally, there is a 

discussion on whether majority judgement can give a satisfying outcome in the case of a polarized 

electorate for a candidate. Let’s look at another example in Table 22. 

Table 22  Merit Profile for Majority Judgement, Polarized Electorate 

Candidate Outstand. Excell. V. Good Good Fair Poor Reject Median 

Athens 51% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 49% Outstand. 

Barcelona 15% 30% 50% 5% 0% 0% 0% V.Good 
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In my opinion, it would be reasonable that Barcelona would win, as for it all the voters have at 

least a grade of Good and 95% of the Voters believe it to be Very Good. With majority judgement, 

the opposite happens as Athens has a higher median vote due the presence of a polarized 

electorate. The use of majority judgement seems therefore problematic in such a scenario, where 

instead range voting, that always considers intensities, could lead to a better outcome. Balinski 

and Laraki have not provided an answer for this problem of intensity blindness. As such, I believe 

that such an example represents therefore a noticeable limitation of majority judgement and 

needs to be properly addressed and weighted when considering majority judgement as an 

effective electing method. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 In this paper, I analyzed the most common voting systems to determine whether a good 

voting system exists, and which are its characteristics. First, I took into consideration the 

traditional framework of social choice, in which individuals are asked to rank candidates. Such 

individual rankings are then put together, or aggregated, to determine a social ranking. Different 

rule of aggregations, or social welfare functions, exist and are intuitively appealing. On the other 

side, they present different outcomes, as they may produce different societal rankings starting 

from the same individual preferences. To determine whether a social welfare function is to be 

preferred to the others, I introduced a series of natural and desirable properties, or axioms, that 

a ‘good’ rule should satisfy. Following this, I presented Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem, according 

to which, in an election with more than two candidates, no rule of aggregation for individual 

rankings is compatible with all the desired properties. This called for a radical change in 

framework. The change addressed the very first step of the process: instead of asking people to 

rank candidates, they are demanded to grade them by means of an individual assessment. Also 

in this case, the individuals grades then need to be aggregated. To do so, I present different 

grading functions and discuss some of the desirable properties they should possess. Eventually, I 

found that all grading functions satisfy the properties and therefore I introduced a Possibility 

Theorem. A specific grading function is majority judgement, as presented by Balinski and Laraki 
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(2016). Majority judgement was found to be superior to range voting and approval voting as it 

alleviates the issues related to strategic voting and manipulation. Moreover, majority judgement 

presented other advantages, as it allows voters to express themselves more thoroughly, it 

permits to reach an absolute evaluation of each candidate and is closely related to practice. At 

the same time, some criticism towards its functioning are present. Some issues have found a 

convincing answer (No-Show Paradox), others still need to be answered and properly addressed 

(the issue of merit and objectivity, the possibility of a scale compatibility in grades, Lomax’s “Pizza 

Example”). 

All in all, this paper is significant in a two-fold way. Firstly, the topic of elections falls in the 

broader area of social decision-making, a discipline in which different elements from philosophy, 

political science, behavioral economics and game theory find a place. This work aims to 

structurally combine knowledge from these disciplines and present a clear starting point for the 

study of social choice theory. 

Secondly, this research is relevant as it aims to evaluate a possible alternative to the majority 

rule. By doing so, it analyzes one of the main alternatives that were introduced in the last years, 

i.e. majority judgement. Majority judgement is a relatively recent addition to the studies of 

political science, as such this paper can be considered one of the first critical assessments of this 

method. In this regard, this research considered how Balinski and Laraki answered to some of the 

criticisms that were already present about their work. Here, some answers were considered 

convincing, others instead seemed to miss the point and therefore would require a different 

argumentation. Moreover, this paper introduced other possible issues with majority judgement 

which Balinski and Laraki have yet not addressed and therefore calls for clarifications about the 

use of majority judgement. 
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7. Appendix 

 

7.1 Short demonstration of the Arrow Paradox  

 Following Geanakoplos (2005), I will here explain four steps used to demonstrate the 

Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem. First, there is the Extremality Lemma, according to which “if every 

voter ranks a candidate B either strictly best or strictly worst (B in this case is a polarizing 

candidate), then society ranks B either strictly best or strictly worst”. Such Lemma can be 

demonstrated by a proof by contradiction using the IIA assumption, see Geanakoplos (2005) for 

the formal demonstration. 

 For the second step, let’s introduce a new example, in this case the choice is limited 

among four cities (Athens, Barcelona, Copenhagen and Dublin) and only 5 judges can vote. Table 

5 shows different rounds, in each the position of Barcelona changes for one candidate at a time. 

The last row of the table shows the overall societal ranking obtained through the use of an 

unspecified function which follows the Extremality Lemma. 

 ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 ROUND 4 ROUND 5 ROUND 6 

VOTER 1 A>C>D>B B>A>C>D B>A>C>D B>A>C>D B>A>C>D B>A>C>D 

VOTER 2 D>A>C>B D>A>C>B B>D>A>C B>D>A>C B>D>A>C B>D>A>C 

VOTER 3  A>D>C>B A>D>C>B A>D>C>B B>A>D>C B>A>D>C B>A>D>C 

VOTER 4 A>D>C>B A>D>C>B A>D>C>B A>D>C>B B>A>D>C B>A>D>C 

VOTER 5 C>A>D>B C>A>D>B C>A>D>B C>A>D>B C>A>D>B B>C>A>D 

SOCIETY ?>?>?>B ?>?>?>B B>?>?>? B>?>?>? B>?>?>? B>?>?>? 

Table 5.  Display of the First and Second Lemmas 

 As it is possible to see, Barcelona is either ranked first or last, and there is a voter, i.e. 

Voter 2, who, by changing the position for Barcelona in his personal ranking, changes the position 

of Barcelona in the overall ranking, bringing it from first to last or vice versa. Such voter has a 

pivotal role, the second step is thus called the Pivotal Lemma and claims that “there is a voter I∗ 

who, by changing his preferences, can move B from the bottom to the top of the society’s ranking 

for some voter profile”.  
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 The third Lemma, known as the Dictator Lemma I, claims that “Voter I∗ is a dictator over 

candidates that are not B”. In our example, it would imply that since voter 2 is the dictator, his 

relative preference for Athens, Dublin and Copenhagen would result to be also the societal 

preferences for those candidates. More specifically, since Voter 2 always prefers Copenhagen 

over Dublin, society will equally prefer Copenhagen over Dublin. Societal preferences for the 

three cities will come therefore to depend on the preferences of voter 2 only. The demonstration 

for this Lemma can also be found in the work of Geanakoplos (2005). 

 The fourth and last Lemma aims to say that I* is a dictator also regarding B. In this case it 

would mean that the preference of voter 2 for Barcelona would coincide exactly with the societal 

preference position of Barcelona. After this Lemma, Voter 2’s preferences would come to 

determine exactly societal preferences and as such I* can be considered a dictator. The 

demonstration follows a similar reasoning as the third Lemma and can also be found in 

Geanakoplos (2005). 

7.2 Violation of IIA 

Copeland rule 

  Also in this scenario, let’s consider two Profiles P and R that vary solely on the individual 

positioning of Copenhagen while the relative positions of Athens and Barcelona are kept 

constant.  

Table 6  Copeland Rule and violation of IIA 

 Profile P    Profile R   

 1st 2nd 3rd  1st 2nd 3rd 

1 judge B C A  B C A 

3 judges B C A  C B A 

4 judges A B C  A C B 

Society B (1.5) A (1) C (0.5)  C (1.5) A (1) B (0.5) 
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In Profile P, Barcelona would tie with Athens and win against Copenhagen, achieving 1.5 points 

and winning. Athens would be second, tying with both Barcelona and Copenhagen (1 point) and 

Copenhagen would be last. In profile R, Copenhagen would tie with Athens and win against 

Barcelona (1.5 points), Athens would again tie with both (1 point) while Barcelona tie with Athens 

only (0.5 points). As such, also in this scenario, the society relative positioning of Athens and 

Barcelona would be modified by changing the position of an irrelevant alternative. As a 

consequence, also Copeland rule is subject to a violation of IIA. 

Borda rule 

 Also for Borda rule, let’s consider two profiles, P and R, in which the individual relative 

orderings for Athens and Barcelona do not change while the position of Copenhagen varies. 

Table 7  Borda Rule and violation of IIA 

 Profile P    Profile R   

 1st 2nd 3rd  1st 2nd 3rd 

2 judges C B A  B A C 

2 judges B C A  B A C 

3 judges A B C  A C B 

Society B (16) A (13) C (13)  A (17) B (15) C (10) 

 

In Profile P, Barcelona would win with 16 points, while in Profile R, Athens would win with 17. 

Also in this case, therefore, changing the ranking of an irrelevant alternative (C) resulted in a 

change in the final societal ranking for A and B. Also Borda rule, as such, violates IIA. 

Plurality with Elimination 

 Finally, also in this case, let’s consider two profiles, P and R, in which the individual relative 

orderings for Athens and Barcelona do not change while the position of Copenhagen varies. 

Table 8  Plurality with Elimination and violation of IIA 

 Profile P    Profile R   
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 1st 2nd 3rd  1st 2nd 3rd 

1 judge C B A  B A C 

2 judges B C A  B A C 

3 judges A B C  A B C 

 

For Profile P, no candidate would have the majority in the first round, Copenhagen, which has 

the lowest number of first places, would then be eliminated. Afterwards, Athens would have a 

majority (3/5 judges), and consequently win. In Profile R, B would immediately have a majority 

and win (4/6 judges). Also for his SWF, therefore, a violation of IIA is present. 

 

 


